The Weldon Amendment: A Poison Pill Rider for Abortion Access

A health care provider’s personal beliefs should never dictate health care. Yet a federal law known as the Weldon Amendment allows personal beliefs, not patient health and the standard of care, to determine the care a patient receives.

The Weldon Amendment is a rider that has been attached to the annual Labor-HHS appropriations bill in Congress since 2005. Although it is written to prohibit any entity subject to the rider from “discriminat[ing]” against certain health care entities – including hospitals, health insurance plans, doctors, and nurses – that refuse to provide, cover, pay for, or refer for abortion, it really allows health care providers to discriminate against patients by denying them the care they need. There are no provisions in the Weldon Amendment to protect patient access to abortion services.¹

And it has also been weaponized to penalize states that want to protect abortion access. A state or federal agency could face a significant penalty for violating the law – the potential loss of all its federal health-related funds – so the Weldon Amendment can chill state efforts to protect patient access to abortion care.

The dangers of the Weldon Amendment are even more dire now following the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, which declared that there is no constitutional right to abortion.² Dobbs has emboldened state legislators who want to ban abortion, with more than a dozen states banning abortion in the immediate wake of Dobbs, and other state legislators continuing to push for abortion bans.³ On the other hand, there are many state legislators who want to protect abortion access, both for their state’s own residents and for patients who must travel to another state in order to get the care they need. Data show that many pregnant patients are leaving their states to access abortion care: in the months right after the Dobbs decision, 11,980 more people had abortions in states where abortion was still legal when compared to pre-Dobbs.⁴ This means that it is critical both that states that want to protect abortion access are able to do so and that patients seeking care are not turned away. Yet the Weldon Amendment threatens these two important goals.
The Weldon Amendment has been weaponized by anti-abortion policymakers to threaten state action to protect abortion access.

For too long, the Weldon Amendment has loomed menacingly over states that want to protect abortion access. In the wrong hands, its extreme penalty has been used as a weapon to block states from ensuring their residents get the abortion care they need. For example, in 2020, the Trump Administration announced it would withhold $200 million in federal Medicaid funds quarterly from California, asserting that the state’s requirement that health plans include abortion coverage violated the Weldon Amendment. The Trump Administration took this action even though no California official took any action against an entity covered by the Weldon Amendment that could constitute a violation of the law.

The Weldon Amendment has been used by anti-abortion policymakers to embolden refusals of care.

By giving a green light to refusals of abortion care, the Weldon Amendment puts patients’ health and lives in danger, even in states where abortion is legal. A single instance of refusal of care can lead to a patient never getting the care they need – or receiving it only after enduring significant delays and harm.

Additionally, the Weldon Amendment has been used by anti-abortion policymakers to justify measures that would embolden even more refusals of care. For example, the Trump Administration relied on the Weldon Amendment for a range of efforts to deny patient care, including:

- Issuing a rule that attempted to allow anyone involved in the health care system – including a receptionist or scheduler – to refuse to do their job if the patient was seeking abortion care, and to allow health care providers to refuse to provide information to patients.
- Finalizing rules that allowed sweeping exemptions to the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive coverage requirement, leaving employees and students without birth control coverage.
- Eliminating an important requirement that Title X family planning clinics provide pregnancy options counseling.
- Opening an office within the Department of Health and Human Services solely dedicated to emboldening health care providers and institutions to use personal beliefs to discriminate against patients.

Eliminating the Weldon Amendment is good policy and what voters want. Congress is finally starting to recognize the importance of permanently eliminating it.

The Weldon Amendment is pernicious because it emboldens refusals of care and aims to stop states from taking necessary action to protect their residents and those who travel to their states for abortion care. Recent polling found that a majority of voters opposed laws allowing health care entities and providers or hospitals to refuse to provide abortion care based on religious or personal beliefs – meaning policies like the Weldon Amendment are contrary to what voters want.

Fortunately, recognizing the harm of the Weldon Amendment, both the U.S. House and Senate made historic progress by removing the Weldon Amendment from their Labor-HHS bills in Fiscal Years 2022 and 2023, an important sign of progress. However, Congress eventually included the Weldon Amendment in the final appropriations package for both years – and it unfortunately remains in law.

In order to ensure that everyone has the freedom to control their own bodies, lives, and futures, the Weldon Amendment must be eliminated permanently.
1. There are other federal laws that offer protections for patients from refusals of care, such as the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) and the non-discrimination provision (Section 1557) of the Affordable Care Act. Yet, the Weldon Amendment’s lack of patient protections has caused confusion about the application of those laws, and emboldens health care entities to refuse care despite the requirements of these and other federal laws.


8. Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care; Delegations of Authority 84 Fed. Reg. 23,170 (May 21, 2019) (codified at 45 C.F.R. pt. 88). The rule proposed by the Trump administration never went into effect because it was blocked by multiple federal courts. The Biden administration proposed a new rule in late 2022 that would rescind many of the onerous and harmful provisions of the Trump rule.


12. Voters oppose refusals of care. Polling conducted in June 2022 found that a majority of voters (54%) in states where abortion is legal, oppose allowing health care providers to refuse abortion care based on their religious or personal beliefs and a majority of voters (57%) oppose allowing hospitals to refuse abortion care based on religious objections. Polling results on file with National Women’s Law Center.